Updating the 'crop circle'.
Comparative analyses unravel the relationships between genomes of related species. The most comprehensive comparative dataset obtained to date is from the grass family, which contains all of the major cereals. Early studies aimed to identify chromosomal regions that have remained conserved over long evolutionary time periods, but in recent years, researchers have focused more on the extent of colinearity at the DNA-sequence level. The latter studies have uncovered many small rearrangements that disturb colinearity in orthologous chromosome regions. In part, genomes derive their plasticity from genome- and gene-amplification processes. Duplicated gene copies are more likely to escape selective constraints and thus move to other regions of the genome, where they might acquire new functions or become deleted. These rearrangements will affect map applications. The most popular applications, especially since the complete rice genomic sequence has been available, are the use of comparative data in the generation of new markers to tag traits in other species and to identify candidate genes for these traits. The isolation of genes underlying orthologous traits is the first step in conducting comparative functional studies.